
SO, AGAINST FACTS THERE 
ARE NO ARGUMENTS

MAKING A WINE, A GREAT WINE,

REQUIRES PASSION AND WISDOM.

IMPRISONING ITS MANY FLAVOURS AND

AROMAS IN A BOTTLE REQUIRES

KNOWLEDGE AND, ABOVE ALL, A SEAL

OF UNQUESTIONABLE QUALITY.

A STOPPER OF THE PUREST CORK.

TRUST
PRODUCERS
AND CONSUMERS.
THERE ARE CHOICES
THAT ARE
UNQUESTIONABLE.

The best WINE producers  
in the world prefer
cork stoppers.

And true connoisseurs  
of wine do not want to 
forgo the ritual of 
opening a bottle with        
a cork stopper.

Because cork stoppers 
are a detail that makes
the difference.

TRUST NATURE.
In addition to its quality
and authenticity, cork
is a sustainable product.

Each cork stopper retains
112 g of CO2.

The cork oak has a unique 
ability to absorb CO2 from 
the atmosphere.

The cork oak forest can 
retain 14,000,000 tons of
CO2 each year.

The cork extracted from cork oaks, apart from
not harming the normal development of the species, 
is a raw material 

100% natuRal 
100% Reusable 
100% Recyclable

A plastic closure emits
10 times more CO2

than a cork stopper.

An aluminium
cap closures emits
24 times more CO2

than a cork stopper.

WINE&CORK
A match made 
in heaven
Culture, nature, 
future.

Av. Comendador Henrique Amorim, 
nº580 Apartado 100 
4536-904 Santa Maria de Lamas, Portugal
Tel. +351 227 474 040  Fax +351 227 474 049
realcork@apcor.pt.

www.realcork.org
www.wineandcork.org



TRUST THE BEST.
ADD VALUE TO WINE.
A NATURAL CHOICE.
A DECISIVE FACTOR FOR THE 
SUCCESS OF YOUR BUSINESS.

TRUST
THE CHOICE
OF THE CONSUMER.
NUMBERS SPEAK
FOR THEMSELVES. 
Cork stopper is a 

fundamental choice that 

adds value to the wine.

Several studies show that 86% of WINE consumers, on average,        
prefer the cork stopper as it is associated with quality wine, 
elegance, tradition, and the TRUE ritual of wine. 93%

of consumers associate         
the natural cork stopper      
with quality wine.
* Tragon Corporation (Wine Closures
Research Update 2013)

prefer to buy wines 
with cork closure.

*CTR Market Research (2014)

85% 84%
prefer cork stoppers.

*Iniciativa CORK (2012)

92%
of enthusiasts of wine 
consider that natural 
cork is the best 
closure to ensure the 
quality of the wine.

*AstraRicerche (2014)

of consumers refer 
that natural cork      
is synonymous       
of quality.

*OpinionWay (2014)

86%
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84%
of consumers believe that 
noble wines should have 
natural cork stoppers and 
they are willing to pay more 
for a bottle of wine sealed 
with cork.

*Conecta, in partnership with Ibope (2015)

80%
of consumers 
consider that cork 
stoppers best 
preserve quality.

*Iniciativa CORK (2012)

“As closure we use exclusively cork 

stoppers, we still prefer this very 

proven method. Wine professionals 

often ask me why we don’t use for rapid 

consumption wines, such as 

Côtes-du-Rhone whites and rosés, 

alternative closures and, in particular, 

screw-caps. My answer is that wine isn´t 

just a technique, is also emotion, and 

behind this emotion there are people.”

Philippe Guigal, Domaine e. Guigal

“Natural cork is better for wine 
and better for the planet, and 
that means it’s better for our 
customers. We made the decision 
that we would begin 2015 sealing 
100% of the bottles of our wines 
with natural cork.”

Christopher Silva, the CEO of St. Francis 
Winery & Vineyards in Sonoma

Testimonials
“We use cork because is better for 
our wines and is consistent with 
our commitment to sustainability.”  
“We also recognize and value the 
fact that consumers associate 
cork with higher quality wines, 
which is another important reason 
for us to use this closure, and we 
are proud to be part of this 
campaign.”

Wineries: Bogle Vineyards, Francis Ford 
Coppola Winery, Grgich Hills Estate, 
Jordan Vineyard & Winery, and 
Rutherford Ranch Winery.

“we make cava that is aged over 
150 years and it is closed with     
a cork stopper, of course. Its use 
is indisputable."
“The behaviour of cork is much 
better, its slow permeability 
promotes 'crianza' and the 
evolution of the cava."

Technical Director of Freixenet, 
Josep Buján

More than 12 billion bottles
are closed every year with cork,
keeping all the qualities
of this NECTAR intact for centuries.

The brands of wine that use cork stoppers showed higher annual growth in sales and 
more stable prices than those that opt for others closures such as aluminium capsules 
and synthetic stoppers. Wines closed with cork increased their sales by 37%, compared 
with just 4.9% for wines with artificial closures. American wine consumers are willing       
to pay USD 4.31 more for a bottle sealed with cork. 

AC Nielsen, 2014 


